2018 NHFOA Meeting Test VI

Name: _______________________________________
1. During the first overtime period, A scores a TD on the third play of the series. During
the Kick-Try, B88 roughs K-3. Ruling: K may accept the point and have the penalty
assessed at the succeeding spot.

2. K 4-7 on the R-18. On a successful FG attempt from the R-26, kicker K3 is
roughed. Ruling: K may accept the points with the kickoff at the R-45, or accept
the penalty with a new series at the R-9.

3. During the pre-game walk it is determined offensive and defensive linemen of the
visiting team have soccer-style shin guards under their socks. The shin guards do not
have a NOCSAE seal or sticker. Ruling: Legal.

4. A 3/5 on the B35. On a handoff, back A44 is hit behind the line and fumbles the ball.
While the ball is loose, lineman A67 pushes B36 at the B-37 in the back above the waist
to get to the loose ball. Ruling: Illegal Block. A 3/17 at the B-47.

5. A 3/17 at the A-33. A11 rolls to the right and hits A88 with a short pass complete
at the A37. He catches the ball and runs to the A-44, where he is hit and fumbles.
B17 recovers at the A-45. B43 was called for roughing the passer. Ruling: A 1/10
from the B-41.
6. During a try by kick, A3’s low kick hits lineman A67,who was in contact with an
opponent in the neutral zone expanded, and then caroms up and through the uprights.
Ruling: Point fails.

7. A 3/7 from the B-20. B44 intercepts a pass in the end zone. A43 takes him down with a
facemask (twisting and turning) causing him to fumble, and the ball goes back into the
field of play, where it is recovered by B43 at the B-7. Ruling: B 1/10 at the B-35.

8. K 4/7 at the 50. K3’s punt is caught by R76 at the R-15. He runs to the R-20, where he is
downed. While the ball was in the air, R44 held B79 at the R-25. Ruling: R 1/10 at the R15.

9. A 3/7 from the B45. A11 rolls out to pass and throws to A44, who is open in the end
zone. The ball is short and caught by B22 at the 3. His momentum forces him back into
the end zone. An inadvertent whistle sounds while B22 is in the end zone. Ruling: Safety
or A 3/7 from the B45.

10. A 3/7 from the B45. A11 rolls out to pass and throws to A44, who is covered by B37. B37
interferes with A44, who is able to tip the high pass, which is intercepted by B23. While
the ball was loose, the calling official blew and inadvertent whistle before the
interception. Ruling: After the riot, penalize the DPI. A1/10 from the B-30. Give earplugs
to wing on B’s side.

